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ZANIER GLOVES COLLECTION 23 | 24. 

Innovation, climate protection & passion for the outdoor experience.  

 

CONTINUOUS DEVELOPMENT: THE CLIMATE PROTECTION MISSION.    

Markus Zanier, CEO ZANIER GLOVES: "For me as an entrepreneur and father, 

climate neutrality is a human, not a strategic goal. That's why we have clearly made 

all our products and the entire company 100% climate-neutral right from the start - and 

not just individual processes or a capsule collection. The important thing now is to 

source further potential for avoidance and reduction - we've been working on this 

constantly since the first carbon footprint and certification as the first climate-neutral 

glove brand in 2019." The family-owned company's sustainability philosophy builds 

on the United Nations Sustainable Development Goals, is certified by Climate Partner, 

and is fully transparent to consumers through ZANIER's Climate ID Tracking. 

 

The most recent steps on the way to lower CO2 emissions are the conversion to e-

mobility or at least hybrid of the entire vehicle fleet at the Innsbruck headquarters. In 

addition, the widespread use of the new PFC-free and bluesign® certified Gore-Tex 

insert with 100% recycled textile elements and improved ecological footprint is the 

next step towards CO2 reduction through the product itself. With sustainable 

Tirolwool®, loden from Austria and cork as natural materials as well as Sympatex®, 

Primaloft® and Polartec®, Zanier Gloves set the important course in the material 

sector years ago. Incidentally, the sustainability lead model was currently nominated 

with its third environmental award: After the Green Product Award and the Ispo 

Sustainability Award, the vegan outdoor glove BLEED X ZANIER was in the 

selection for the Austrian Sports Business Award Victor in the category Sport & Climate 

Protection.  

 

THE ENGINE: INNOVATION. 

Anyone who thinks that constantly reinventing the glove is impossible has been proven 

wrong by Zanier Gloves for decades: pioneer of heated gloves, gloves with GPS or 

pioneer of new materials and cuts. In October 2022, CEO Markus Zanier filed a 

patent for a product innovation on which he worked for nine months. The idea for a 

completely new cut came to him while descending in the cold after a demanding ski 

tour: ALPINE PRO GRIP.GTX is the glove solution for all mountain sports 
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BLEED X ZANIER is vegan and 
closes the recycling loop. 

Glove rethought - the 

combination of finger 

glove and mitten has 

been filed for patent. 

https://fpm.climatepartner.com/tracking/12833-1810-1004/de
http://www.facebook.com/zaniergloves
http://www.instagram.com/zaniergloves
http://www.mymountainpassion.com/
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enthusiasts who want to combine the positive features of a mitten with those of a finger 

glove. The patented 3 Finger Grip cut keeps the hands pleasantly warm due to the 

optimal insulation of a mitten, while the indicated division of the fingers still offers an 

optimal grip feeling when handling. The ALPINE PRO GRIP.GTX is waterproof 

and windproof thanks to the new PFC-free GORE-TEX EPe membrane (bluesign®, 

Standard 100 by oeko-tex® certified, improved carbon footprint), also the leather 

used is PFC-free. The warm insulation is made of Tirolwool®, with 4-way stretch 

material for comfort and touch function, the model is a real comfort winner. The glove 

innovation was nominated for the Ispo Award and bears the Low Impact Icon of 

Zanier. 

  

As early as 1999, ZANIER pioneered the development of the first heated gloves, 

which for more than 20 years now have enabled cold-sensitive people and even 

patients with Raynaud's syndrome to enjoy carefree outdoor experiences in winter. 

The unique control electronics heats on three levels up to 10 h, the supplied charger 

recharges the 60g light lithium-ion batteries overnight. 4 different models heat up 

winter sports enthusiasts again in 23/24: The classic finger glove HEAT.STX, the 

HOT.STX mitten, which is particularly popular with women, the aviation model 

AVIATOR.GTX and the BACKCOUNTRY HEAT.STX with the typical Freeride 

Lobster cut. 

  

First Mover 1999 in the heated 
glove segment & still 

unmatched: The Zanier Heat 
Technology. 

BACKCOUNTRY HEAT.STX 

ALPINE PRO GRIP.GTX 
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THE ZANIER DNA: MOUNTAIN SPORTS PASSION. 

Tyrol is the ideal place to develop professional mountain sports equipment. Gloves 

that accompany the Glockner mountain guides every day on the highest mountain in 

Austria perform in every situation to and on the mountain. The models for the Glockner 

mountain guides and the Mountain Rescue Tyrol also include the new 80°NORTH, 

a model with particularly warm, comfortable PrimaLoft® Down insulation for adverse 

temperatures and high cold sensations. With reflector print and leash the ideal 

companion for mountain sports.   

 

MIND THE GAP & STAY CLASSY OFF PISTE. 

Whether with freeride skis, touring skis or board - the MYBACKCOUNTRY model is 

made exactly for that: Off Piste!!! The casual Zanier signature digital print on the 

leather backhand and palm is the eye-catching color variation. Valuable embroidery 

refines the look in all colors. Extra Long Powder Cuff prevents the "gap" between glove 

and jacket sleeve - so freeriders stay comfortably dry even when powdering. A 

removable merino liner allows practical layering. So the glove covers all temperature 

layers, the liner worn solo is practical for ski touring and fine motor handling.  

 

PROTECTION DOWN TO THE FINGERTIPS FOR NEW RACING ATHLETES. 

The racing equipment leads Zanier Gloves this year for the first time over the big pond. 

US slalom talents Luke Winters, Ben Ritchie and Jett Seymour rely on X-TREME. XGX 

- a flexible, smart race model with paddings all over the upper hand. Durable 

waterproof with optimal tactility thanks to GORE-TEX with Gore Grip Technology. 

Backhand made of robust microfiber with casual camouflage print, palm made of high-

quality, PFC-free leather for optimum grip. Comfortable neoprene wristband, practical 

leash lets the glove simply dangle from the wrist in warm weather. 

 

 

  

80° NORTH 

X-TREME.XGX 

MYBACKCOUNTRY  
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THE ZANIER LADIES LINE. 

Sporty fashion look and high comfort - the Zanier Ladies Line has always been known 

for style and function. Finger glove ARLBERG.STX made of soft 4-way stretch 

material and fine goatskin keeps dry with Sympatex® and warms ladies' hands all 

day long with ecological, soft Primaloft®. The extra-long powder cuff keeps dry even 

in snowfall and powder. The glove is particularly noble due to its cut and leather / 

microfibre combination, embossing and printing.  

 
Since all products of the manufacturer from Tyrol are 100% climate neutral since 

2019, particularly ecological models are additionally marked with the ZANIER Low 

Impact Icon, such as the lead model ZÜRS.GTX: The PFC-free Gore-Tex membrane 

is bluesign® and Standard 100 by oeko-tex® certified and has an improved carbon 

footprint. Of course, it still delivers the legendary durably waterproof, highly 

breathable and windproof Gore-Tex performance with the "Guarantee to keep you 

dry®" promise. The Primaloft Gold Eco insulation is made from 100% recycled fibers 

and stands for high warmth performance, even in wet conditions. The upper is made 

of recycled 4-way stretch material. The leather of the palm is also PFC-free.  

 

OUTDOOR ENTHUSIASM. 

Vegan, climate neutral, recycled and recyclable - an outdoor glove as a sustainability 

statement. All materials of the BLEED X ZANIER are vegan and highly functional, 

the synthetic materials are also bluesign® and oeko-tex® certified. Made of 

Sympatex®, Polartec® fleece lining and robust cork material with the matching laser 

-based.  

 

The multifunctional outdoor glove Weisskugel has potential to become a year-round 

favorite of outdoor and mountain sports enthusiasts who care about sustainability: 

Schoeller® Bio Softshell combined with soft, warm Merino lining. For alpinists, the 

carabiner and the practical reflector print for safety at night are the appropriate 

features.   

 

BLEED X ZANIER  

ZÜRS.GTX 

ARLBERG.STX 

WEISSKUGEL  
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The Austrian Loden Glove stands for the heritage of Zanier Gloves. Original 

Austrian Loden in combination with goat leather for the palm and touch function to 

operate the mobile phone. That's all an elegant outdoor glove has to do to perform 

just as well on the mountain hut as in the city.  

 

Outdoor.ws is a multifunctional glove that keeps you warm in the long term thanks 

to Windstopper® product technology. The pre-shaped cut and the cuddly knitted cuff 

with cork patch make the model the ideal, very comfortable companion for all sports 

to or on the mountain. 

 

 

KIDS & YOUTH LINIE. 

Children's and youth's gloves must perform enormously throughout the day. The 

ZANIER Kids Line impresses with its waterproofness, warmth and protection  all day 

long. Just as important: Smart closure solutions and, of course, a look that is fun!  

 

TWISTER. GTX is an eye-catching youth and children's model made of top materials, 

which is not easily lost due to the colour scheme. Waterproof by Gore-Tex, warm loft 

insulation and durable microfibre. 

 

Model GRUMPY. STX with Sympatex® membrane and robust PU palm comes with 

a fun sequin embroidery on the back of the hand that can be changed. With 

Grumpy.stx, putting on gloves will certainly never be an issue again.   

 

The new CUDDLY also stands for warmth and protection, fun included! Comfortable 

4-way stretch with funny animal motifs and cuddly fleece application on the upper 

hand. A fine, soft fleece liner and warm, cuddly loft insulation keep kids' hands nicely 

warm, while the fleece application on the cuff keeps the snow out. On the palm, the 

animal motif is repeated as outline embroidery. 

 

 

 

AUSTRIAN LODEN GLOVE 

TWISTER  

GRUMPY.STX  

OUTDOOR.WS  

CUDDLY  
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Model  is insulated with windproof and highly breathable 

Gore- -country 

skiers with lower activity levels. Both models have Amara palm and technical, reflective 

print, which is not only eye-catching, but also ensures greater safety during outdoor 

activities in the dark. The waistband solution is completely new: The knit 

waistband of both models is optimally adapted to the wrist thanks to a different, 

ergonomic structure, offering ultimate wearing comfort and even compression. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

SKATER INFINIUM  


